Abstract. SME is required to improve their service quality and resource management for giving customer loyalty toward product offered. The ISO 9001 is one of quality management system standard which is approved globally which are frequently communicated thru service quality insurance to solve the matter of indistinct expectancy Aldin Natural Home is SME engaged in dolls production. In the implementation of quality management system, they have lack on standard operating procedure (SOP). This study aims to analyze and find out the readiness of ISO 9001:2015 implementations in SME Aldin Natural Home. Gap analysis method also is conducted in this research to describe the differences between required and actual quality management systems. The results are SME Aldin Natural Home need to understand and review of implementation of ISO 9001:2015 with the highest 29% on clause 8, Operation while the lowest is 14% on clause 9, Performance Evaluation.
Introduction
In the globalization era, SME is required to improve their service quality and resource management for giving customer loyalty toward product offered. Therefore, product guarantee strategy is needed to gain customer trust.
The ISO 9001 is one of quality management system standard which is approved globally which are frequently communicated thru service quality insurance to solve the matter of indistinct expectancy [1, 2] . More than one million organizations in 187 countries has implemented ISO 9001 standard, and a high number of these organizations purpose at attaining product innovation [3] . According to Gaspersz 2001, the ISO 9001 set up requirement and recommendation for design and assessment of quality management system that aims to ensure companies or SMEs give products (goods/ services) which meet the specified requirements [4] . ISO 9001 objective to increase customer satisfaction by means of the effective use of the system, including processes for continued improvement A recent version of International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001 raise on September 2015, or it known as ISO 9001:2015. For the first time, requirements are released that have contents a responsibility towards organizations to ponder the organizational knowledge role as a resource. This details will oblige organization to consider all the phase of the knowledge management cycle systematically [5] . Aldin Natural Home is SME engaged in dolls production. In the implementation of quality management system, they have lack on standard operating procedure (SOP). For instance, using old version of SOP however there are modification or addition products. Therefore, it is needed more detailed production record and further review to eliminate the lack between real work and SOP. In addition, it will support SME Aldin Natural Home to receive ISO 9001 certification.
This study aims to analyze and find out the readiness of ISO 9001:2015 implementations in SME Aldin Natural Home. Gap analysis method also be conducted in this research to describe the differences between required and actual quality management systems.
Research Method
Gap analysis is method that could identify discrepancy between ISO 9001 standard and SME organization process. Therefore, with that method, organization could take actions or strategies to eliminate lack that occur.
Gap analysis checklist is one of ways that simplify to analyze factors related ISO 9001 standard in form of checklist. Checklist is arranged by ISO 9001:2015 standard. In order to simplify analysis each clause so it is given assessment indicators in each clause as follow or shown on Figure 1 : Score 1 : The organization or SME does not understand what is required and does not do so. Score 2 : The organization or SME understands the importance of the activity but does not do so. Score 3 : The organization or SME has documents but has not been applied or done but not recorded. Score 4 : The organization or SME is engaged in an activity but not consistent. Score 5 : The organization or SME is doing well (done consistently). The ISO 9001: 2008 consists of 8 clauses, scope, normative references, terms and definitions, quality management system, management responsibility, resource management, product realization, measurement, analysis and improvement [6] . While the ISO 9001:2015 consists of 10 clauses, scope, normative references, terms and definitions, context of the organization, leadership, planning, support, operation, performance evaluation and improvement [7] . SME Aldin Natural Home has not been implemented ISO 9001:2015. So, this research assesses readiness of SME Aldin Natural Home in implementation of ISO 9001:2015 using questionnaire as shown on Table 1 . From the assessment results can be seen the implementation of ISO 9001: 2015 with range as shown Table 2 . It shows that SME Aldin Natural Home is in range 14% to 29% so it needs to understand and review of implementation of ISO 9001:2015 because there are many lacks of standard. 
Analysis of Obstacles of ISO 9001:2015 Implementation
Several obstacles faced by SME Aldin Natural Home in implementing of ISO 9001:2015 shown on Table 3 . 1. There is no exact procedure so it is not known whether the work process is in accordance with the procedure 2. It has no desire to do continuous improvement 3.3 Improvement Suggestion SME Aldin Natural Home needs commitment and effort from management in order to it could improve quality management system to get ISO 9001:2015 certifications. For clause 4, context of organization, SME Aldin Natural Home should give training for top management to improve their quality in analysis related issues to minimize repeated problems. Also, for employee, they give knowledge about how to important increasing quality, how strategy to reach it. Improvement suggestions for clause 5 are doing management observation and giving relevant assignment. With those recommendations, top management has an authority and responsibility and ensures each process done according to procedure. While, for clause 6, SME Aldin Natural Home need give training about risk management and review company goals to identify risk and take an action to prevent risk. Clause 7, about support, the SME should improve internal communication, make clear document and also add resources. It would overcome problem in limited time and knowledge and support for auditing. Increasing promotion is becoming one of suggestion that recommended for solving clause 8. Also, to overcome problem in clause 9, performance evaluation, the SME Aldin Natural Home need making assessment form and quality internal audit to ease evaluation process and further improvement and to assess whether product quality is increasing or decreasing. Last, for clause 10, analysis of profit increment and defect analysis are needed to measure whether work procedure is efficient or not. In addition, from those improvement suggestions, the efficient procedure can be assessed through quantity of defect.
Conclusions
Based on assessment results, SME Aldin Natural Home is in range 14% to 29%. The details are as follows context of the organization 25%, leadership 27%, planning 20%, support 28%, operation 29%, performance evaluation 14% and improvement 20%. Therefore, it needs to understand and review of implementation of ISO 9001:2015 because there are many lacks of standard.
There are several obstacles that faced in each clause ISO 9001:2015. In clause 4, lack of understanding and there are no readiness to implement ISO 9001:2015. Clause 5 has difficulty on lack of commitment and lack of division of work. Next, clause 6, there is no planning to prevent risk. In clause 7, it is limited time and facilities. Then, clause 8, it is limited on resources and less of promotion. Clause 9 has problems on less controlling in production process and last, clause 10, it found less of knowledge and no desire to do continuous improvement.
In order to overcome the obstacles, there is several improvement suggestions related on ISO 9001:2015 clauses SME Aldin Natural Home. Clause 4, it is giving training for top management and employees. Clause 5, do reviewing management and making suitable task. In clause 6, giving risk management training. Clause 7, there is improving internal communication, making clear document and adding resources. In clause 8, increasing promotion and making clear procedure. Next, clause 9, there is making assessment form and making quantity internal audit. Last clause 10, do profit increment and defect analysis.
